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THE OX KNOWETH HIS MASTER
By J. W. KELLEY, of the Denver BarNO LEGAL objection to the flood of money from the
Federal Treasury that is descending like manna upon
the states seems ever to have been thought of. No
modern Hamden has arisen to deny the government's right to
scatter the taxpayers' money as it wished. Each state seems
to vie with every other to get all it can.
Forces opposed to the present administration appear to
dread that voters at the coming election may be influenced by
the "false prosperity" flowing from projects financed with
Federal money. It is stated boldly in some quarters that such
a thing as a state receiving funds direct from Uncle Sam was
never heard of until now. This statement is not precisely
correct.
Toward the close of President Jackson's administration,
Martin Van Buren was being groomed to succeed "Old Hick-
ory." The United States Treasury was full to overflowing.
The nation was out of debt. The budget balanced as nicely
as a goldsmith's scales. The tariff was yielding such receipts
that the income of the government outran its needs. No one
seemed to know what to do with the surplus.
.There seems to have been a singular paucity of invention
among statesmen. No one thought of old age pensions, soil
erosion, planned economy or alphabetical projects. The
Democratic majority in congress, with an eye to the coming
election, shrewdly suggested that the honest course would be
to give the money back to the states in proportion to their
population. The Whigs made the legal point that such
largess by the Federal government was unconstitutional
except in an emergency and an overflowing treasury was far
from being an emergency.
June 23, 1836, a few days after Van Buren was nomi-
nated for the presidency at the convention in Baltimore, a
bill was introduced in congress to relieve the congested treas-
ury. (5 U. S. Stat. P. 55.) All the money in the treasury
except five-million dollars was to be dispersed to the states in
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four installments as "deposits." Part of the installments
were to be deposited with the states before the presidential
election. The total actually sent out was $28,101,644.91.
New York, Pennsylvania, Virginia and Ohio received more
than $2,000,000 each.
At first the bil! provided the millions so deposited were
to be subject to the draft of the Secretary of the Treasury, but
the majority in congress amended the bill to provide the re-
ceipt for the deposits should "pledge the faith of the states
receiving the same to pay the moneys and every part thereof
from time to time whenever the same shall be required by the
Secretary of the Treasury for the purpose of defraying any
wants of the public treasury beyond the amount of the five
million aforesaid." This left the government's millions in
much the same condition that our foreign loans are today.
Mean-spirited Whigs, who declared this was a scheme of
wholesale bribery of voters with money from the public treas-
ury, were ignored. The suggestion that such administration
munificence might influence voters to elect Van Buren was
indignantly denied. Voters then, as now, were theoretically
held to be incorruptible.
Martin Van Buren, termed by his supporters "The Little
Magician," was triumphantly elected, the electoral vote stand-
ing: Van Buren 170, Harrison 73. The total vote in all the
states was about 1,500,000. Of these Van Buren received
761,549 and his opponent, 549,394.
Then, after election, the ungrateful majority in congress
passed an act to "postpone" the fourth deposit. (5 U. S.
Stat. P. 201.)
In a few months, in the midst of prosperity and while
the government was out of debt, came the panic of 183 7. As
an executive Van Buren seemed to lack the magic that he had
as a candidate. Cause and effect seem ever to play hide-and-
seek in the game of government.
The outstanding fact is that the "deposits" have never
been paid back or asked for. The states, having given a quid





Office of the Secretary
WASHINGTON
Dear Mr. Kelley: January 29, 1935.
Senator Costigan has referred to this Department your letter of
January 1 7th requesting information relative to the distribution of the
treasury surplus to the several states (under the Act of 1836).
Deposits by the Federal government with the states were directed to
be made by the thirteenth section of the act approved June 23, 1836
(5 U. S. Stat., p. 55), which was entitled "An act to regulate the
deposits of the public money," and provided "That the money which
shall be in the treasury of the United States on the first day of January,
1837, reserving the sum of $5,000,000, shall be deposited with such of
the several states, in proportion to their respective representation in the
Senate and House of Representatives of the United States, as shall, by
law, authorize their treasurer, or other competent authorities, to receive
the same on the terms hereinafter specified."
The terms were that the states receiving deposits should, through
their treasurer or other competent authorities, sign certificates of deposits
therefor in such forms as might be prescribed by the Secretary of the
Treasury, which would express the usual and legal obligations and
pledge the faith of the state for the safekeeping and repayment thereof,
and should "pledge the faith of the states receiving the same to pay the
said moneys and every part thereof from time to time whenever the
same shall be required by the Secretary of the Treasury for the purpose
of defraying any wants of the public treasury beyond the amount of the
five millions aforesaid."
Under this legislation three installments were placed with the sev-
eral states. Before the time for the making of the deposit of the fourth
installment the condition of the treasury was such that the secretary
withheld the fourth installment. Upon the meeting of congress in Sep-
tember, 1837, the subject received immediate consideration, and October
2, 1837, there was passed and approved "An act to postpone the fourth
installment of deposits with the states." (5 U. S. Stat., p. 201.)
This act contained the following proviso:
"Provided, That the three first installments under the said act shall
remain on deposit with the states until otherwise directed by congress."
Congress has never directed the return of the deposits, and the mat-
ter stands at this date as it was left by the act of October 2, 1837, no
part of the moneys deposited with any of -the states ever having been
returned to the treasury.
As authorized by the act of June 25, 1910 (36 Stat., 776), the
accounting officers credited the general account of the Treasurer of the
United States and charged the several States with the sum deposited
under the act of June 23, 1836, as directed by the provision of the act
of June 25, 1910, as follows:
"Provided, That the credit herein authorized to be given to the
Treasurer of the United States shall in no wise affect or discharge the
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indebtedness of the several states to the United States as is provided in
said act of congress approved June twenty-third, eighteen hundred and
thirty-six, and shall be made in such manner as to debit the respective
states chargeable therewith upon the books of the treasury department,
until otherwise directed by congress."
A list of the states which received deposits and the amount received
by each of the total deposits of $28,101,644.91 is enclosed.
I am enclosing a mimeographed list of periodical publications of
the treasury department on which is indicated those available for general
distribution. Should any of these be of interest to you we shall be glad,
upon your request, to undertake to supply them.
Very truly yours,
HERBERT E. GASTON,
J. W. Kelley, Esq., Assistant to the Secretary.
Attorney at Law,
Denver, Colorado.
Enclosures. * * *
Amount of Public Money Deposited with the Several States Under the
Act of June 23, 1836
Maine ------------------------------------------------------ - -- - - -- - $ 955,838.25




Rhode Island ------------------------------------- 382,335.30
New York -------------------------- 4,014,520.71
New Jersey -------------------------------------- 764,670.60




North Carolina ---------------------------------- 1,433,757.39
South Carolina ---------------------------------- 1,051,422.09
Georgia ---------------------------------------- 1,051,422.09










Arkansas -------------------------------------------------------------- -- 286,751.49
Total ----------------------------------- $28,101,644.91
Reference: House of Representatives Ex. Doc. No. 26, 39th Con-
gress, 1st Session, 1865-66-Vol. 7.
THE CONSTITUTION
By RALPH W. MCCRILLIS, Of the Denver Bar
When we hear or speak of the Constitution, what par-
ticular document do we have in mind?
There are many constitutions adopted by nations, our
states and smaller organizations of every conceivable kind. In
fact, they are not considered organized until a constitution
has been adopted.
However, the Constitution always means of the United
States of America because it has been the model and inspira-
tion for all others for a century and a half.
It is, and since its adoption has been, a live and vital in-
strument exciting the admiration of all organized people.
Perhaps this statement is too broad because its ratifica-
tion by the states in March of 1789 followed a tumultuous
period of years, during which were the historical events which
led up to the American Revolution.
The Declaration of Independence had crystallized the
issues of that day, which culminated in the birth of a new
nation.
The same men who had thus won freedom from long
years of despotism under the rule of George the Third of
England were confronted with the task of maintaining the
freedom they had won at tremendous sacrifice of lives, home
ties across the Atlantic and with an empty treasury, drained
not only by the costs of war but by the confiscatory tax levies
of the king who gave them no representation in government
for the taxes exacted of them and spent the money derived
from these taxes, not in America, but at the seat of govern-
ment in England.
It therefore casts no reflection upon the patriots to say
that they entered upon their new task with many misgivings;
for they had to resort to new and untried methods of govern-
ment, having no desire to commence anew the European type
of government.
The Articles of Confederation bad been prepared by the
Continental Congress immediately following the Revolution
and were finally ratified by the states in 1781, but they proved
to be "a rope of sand," so after six years of fruitless and hope-
less experiment the Federal Convention was called and
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adopted the Constitution with Articles I to VII, inclusive,
and it was finally ratified by the states and put into effect by
act of Congress on March 4, 1789.
Two. years, later at the insistent demand of the people,
the first eight amendments were ratified by the states and are
known as the Bill of Rights. At the same time Amendments
9 and 10 were submitted and ratified, whereby the central or
national government was strictly limited in authority to the
powers granted in the Constitution and all other powers not
so delegated were reserved to the states or to the people.
Then it was that a national spirit began to take shape. It
was inspired by the realization of the people that they them-
selves, through a representative form of government, were
masters of their own destiny and free from the fear of despot-
ism, from which they had rebelled.
George Washington was their president and had refused
to accept a crown but in its stead had chosen to become the
agent or servant of the people under the limitations imposed
upon him by the Constitution and its Bill of Rights.
The Constitution, by its ratification by the people, be-
came the will of the people and for the first time in the history
of mankind a concrete foundation of government with which
they and their public officials with delegated powers could and
must abide was established.
It was the master stroke in history, whereby the forgotten
people gained jurisdiction over themselves through a govern-
ment of laws and not of men.
The progress made under the American Constitution has
been the marvel of the world and because thereof the United
States has long since been the melting pot for the people from
all nations, who have come here to enjoy our advantages in
such numbers that immigration has had to be restricted.
Who has ever known of any significant number of Amer-
icans leaving the country because of its bad government or
Constitution?
The method of its amendment is provided for and has
been resorted to as recently as the repeal of the 18th Amend-
ment.
The method contemplates the will of the people and no
other method abides by the Constitution which in case of
296
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question is decided by the courts of law, in accord with the
will of the people as expressed in the Constitution and its
amendments.
Without the courts, how could the people enforce their
will and demand that their governmental servants abide by
the Constitution, which is the fundamental and supreme law
of the land, to which all departments of government, legisla-
tive, executive and judicial, must yield obedience.
The word abide, for human reasons, is preferable to obey
in this connection.
Before the American Revolution the word "obey" was
the order of the day.
It has been referred to as the horse and buggy day.
In this more modern day and age, in the light of experi-
ence and judicial precedents, we have come to know the value
of something definite to abide by, which applies to all men
and classes alike.
We often refer to our government as the "Ship of State."
It makes no difference whether it be a four-masted wind-
jammer of days gone by or a modern Leviathan, its charted
course is attained by a proper use of the compass and the rud-
der, without which a ship soon becomes a derelict with noth-
ing to abide by except the changing currents, winds and
storms-which lead to the shores of Spain.
"* * * the American Constitution is, so far as I can see, the
most wonderful work ever struck off at a given time by the brain and
purpose of men. It has had a century of trial, under the pressure of
exigencies caused by an expansion unexampled in point of rapidity and
range; and its exemption from formal change, though not entire, has
certainly proved the sagacity of the constructors, and the stubborn
strength of the fabric." -- Gladstone.
"Were we directed from Washington when to sow and when to
reap, we should soon want for bread." -Thomas Jefferson.
"The destruction of our state governments, annihilation of their
control over the local concerns of the people, would lead directly to revo-
lution and anarchy and finally to despotism. . . . In proportion, there-
fore, as the general government encroaches on the rights of the states,
in the same proportion does it impair its own power and detract from its
ability to fulfil the purposes of its creation." -- Andrew Jackson.
"The maintenance inviolate of the rights of the states, and espe-
cially the right of each state to order and control its own domestic
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institutions according to its own judgment exclusively, is essential to
that balance of power on which the perfection and endurance of our
political fabric depends." -Abraham Lincoln.
"The verdict of our voters ...enjoins upon the people's servants
the duty of exposing and destroying the-evils which are the unwhole-
some progeny of paternalism. This is the bane of republican institu-
tions and the constant peril of our government by the people. It de-
grades . . . the plan of rule our fathers established and bequeathed to us
as an object of our love and veneration. It perverts the patriotic senti-
ments of our countrymen and tempts them to pitiful calculation of the
sordid gain to be derived from their government's maintenance. It
undermines the self-reliance of our people and substitutes in its place
dependence upon government's favoritism. It stifles the spirit of true
Americanism and stupefies every ennobling trait of American citizen-
ship." -Grover Cleveland.
"No method of procedure has ever been devised by which liberty
could be divorced from local self-government. No plan of centralization
has ever been adopted which did not result in bureaucracy, tyranny,
inflexibility, reaction and decline." -- Calvin Coolidge.
"Let us remember that, from the very beginning, differences in
climate, soil conditions, habits and modes of living in states separated by
thousands of miles rendered it necessary to give the fullest individual
latitude to the individual states .... It is obvious that almost every new
or old problem of government must be solved, if it is to be solved to the
satisfaction of the people of the whole country, by each state in its own
way." -Franklin D. Roosevelt, Governor of New York.
* .* *
"Now, to bring about government by oligarchy masquerading as
democracy, it is fundamentally essential that all authority and control
be centralized in our national government. The individual sovereignty
of our states must first be destroyed, except in mere minor matters of
legislation. We are safe from the dangers of any such departure from
the principles on which this country is founded just so long as the indi-
vidual home rule of the states is scrupulously preserved and fought for
whenever they seem in danger."
"Thus it will be seen; that this home rule is a most important thing
-the most vital thing-if we are to continue along the course on which
we have so far progressed with such unprecedented success. * * *"
-Franklin D. Roosevelt, Governor of New York.
"I do not want to live under a philanthropy. I do not want to
be taken care of by the government .... I want to have right and justice
prevail so far as I am concerned. Give me right and justice and I will
undertake to take care of myself. I will not live under trustees if I
can help it. I do not care how wise, nor patriotic, the trustees may be.
I have never heard of any group of men in whose hands I am willing to
trust the liberties of the American people." -Woodrow Wilson.
NOTES ON THE ROBINSON-PATMAN ACT
By WALTER M. SIMON, of the Denver Bar
The material for this article was drawn from numerous sources. However, special
acknowledgments are due an article by Thurlow M. Gordon appearing in the September
number of the American Bar Association Journal and a pamphlet by Paul F. Myers,
of the Washington, D. C., bar.
ROBINSON-PATMAN ANTI-PRICE
DISCRIMINATION ACT
A cursory reading by either lawyer or layman of the
Robinson-Patman Anti-Price Discrimination Act would tend
to make him throw up his hands in despair. A more refined
analysis of the act, supplemented by a perusal of several com-
mentaries thereon, would have a result not much different.
Nevertheless, the law is upon the statute books and though
some constitutional objections have been raised with respect
to it, the consensus of opinion appears to be that the act stands
within constitutional limitations.
Section 1 of the act is in part simply an amendment of the
Clayton Act. The amendatory section re-enacts the substance
of the old act, but also makes two very important additions
thereto.
First-The new act restricts differentials in price made on
account of differences in quantity. Under the old act there
was no limitation on the price differential which a seller could
allow to a quantity customer. Now, however, the vendor
must be able to justify any price differential allowed by him
to a quantity purchaser by demonstrating that the quantity
order resulted in an equivalent savings in the cost of manufac-
ture, sale or delivery.
The keyword is "costs." A court unfriendly to the pur-
pose of the act could largely vitiate it by a particular construc-
tion of that word. If, however, due regard is given to the
legislative background of the act, the word "costs" must be
construed to include overhead so as to prohibit the former
practice of giving to a large consumer a price based merely on
the actual increased cash outlay occasioned by a quantity
order, leaving all of the fixed costs to be borne by other cus-
tomers.
However, not even this right to give a price differential
to a quantity purchaser, where such differential can be satis-
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factorily accounted for by a showing of savings in the cost of
manufacture, sale or delivery, is unlimited. Where quantity
purchasers are so few as to render differentials on account
thereof, unjustly discriminatory or promotive of monopoly,
the Federal Trade Commission is empowered, after hearings,
to establish quantity limits beyond which a price differential
cannot be given. This power is justified by analogy to the
Interstate Commerce Commission ruling which makes a car-
load the maximum rate unit. That is, a shipper of one car-
load is entitled to the same rate as a shipper who uses a whole
train.
Second-The second addition is equally important. The
old law did not, in the words of Mr. Justice Holmes, apply to
"the small dishonesties of trade" affecting only the individuals
immediately concerned. It prohibited price discrimination
only where the effect of such discrimination might be "sub-
stantially to lessen competition" or "tend to create a
monopoly."
The Robinson-Patman Act adds a third prohibitve effect,
to-wit: Where it might "injure, destroy or prevent competi-
tion with any person who either grants or knowingly receives
the benefit of such discrimination or with customers of either
of them." In other words, the new act attempts to prohibit
those very small dishonesties of trade referred to by the late
justice. It interdicts discriminations which might adversely
affect:
(a) Competitors of the seller,
(b) Competitors of the buyer,
(c) Competitors of either buyer or seller.
Congressman Utterback illustrated the purpose of the
clause as follows:
"The difference may be illustrated where a non-resident concern
opens a new branch beside a local concern, and with the use of discrimi-
natory prices destroys and replaces the local concern as the competitor
in the local field. Competition in the local field generally has not been
lessened, since one competitor has been replaced by another; but com-
petition with the grantor of the discrimination has been destroyed. The
present bill is, therefore, less rigorous in its provisions as to the effect
required to be shown in order to bring a given discrimination within its
prohibitions."
The definition of "commerce" as contained in Section 1
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of the Clayton Act was not amended. Under the Clayton
Act only discriminations between purchasers, when both were
engaged in interstate or foreign commerce, was prohibited.
But the Robinson-Patman Act, by extending the prohibition
against discrimination to cases "where either or any of the
purchases involved in such discrimination are in commerce"
has made it possible to predicate a violation of the law upon a
comparison of two sales, one made in interstate commerce and
the other in intrastate commerce.
Nor does it appear that the discrimination must be against
the sale made in interstate commerce. A discrimination either
way is obnoxious to the law. It does not seem that such an
attempt exceeds constitutional limitation. The Shreveport
case, 234 U. S. 342, is authority for the proposition that
intrastate rates cannot be placed so low as to constitute a
burden on interstate rates. Though this case dealt with freight
rates the analogy to commerce in general seems pertinent. On
the other hand, there can be no doubt that the power of the
Federal government over interstate commerce is sufficiently
plenary to enable it to prevent its being carried on in such a
way as to injure intrastate commerce. The senate committee
report on this aspect of the bill contained the following lan-
guage:
"Section 2 (a) attaches to competitive relations between a given
seller and his several customers, and this clause is designed to extend its
scope to discriminations between interstate and intrastate customers, as
well as between those purely interstate. Discriminations in excess of
sound economic differences involve generally an element of loss, whether
only of the necessary minimum of profits or of actual costs, that must
be recouped from the business of customers not granted them. When
granted by a given seller to his customers in other states, and denied to
those within the state, they involve the use of that interstate commerce
to the burden and injury of the latter. When granted to those within
the state and denied to those beyond, they involve conversely a directly
resulting burden upon interstate commerce with the latter. Both are
within the proper and well-recognized power of congress to suppress."
Section 2 of the act deals with pending rights of action
and Federal Trade Commission proceedings under the old act
and need not be discussed here.
Section 3 is the penalty section of the act. A literal inter-
pretation of its sweeping provisions would prescribe and sub-
ject to a $5,000.00 fine and/or one year's imprisonment, the
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doing of several acts which are expressly permitted to be done
under the provisos of Section 1. It is to be presumed that the
courts will construe this section as being in pari materia with
Section 1, and will interpret it as attaching criminal penalties
to acts which would otherwise be subject to only civil liabili-
ties. Reassurance that such was its intended effect is found in
the house managers' report to the house, where it is said:
"Subsection (h) of the senate amendment, which was not con-
tained in the house bill, was accepted by the house conferees, and, except
for the paragraph relating to cooperatives, separately treated in section 4
below, appears in the conference report as section 3 of the bill itself. It
contains the operative and penal provisions of what was originally the
Borah-Van Nuys bill (S. 41 71). While they overlap in some respects,
they are in no way inconsistent with the provisions of the Clayton Act
amendment provided for in Section 1. Section 3 authorizes nothing
which that amendment prohibits, and takes nothing from it. On the
contrary, where only civil remedies and liabilities attach to violations
of the amendment provided in section 1, section 3 sets up special prohibi-
tions as to the particular offenses therein described and attaches to them
also the criminal penalties therein provided."
But an ominous qualification is found in the report to the
house made by Representative Hubert Utterback, of Iowa, at
the time of the adoption of the Conference Report:
"It does not affect the scope or operation of the prohibitions or
limitations laid down by the Clayton Act amendment provided for in
Section 1. It authorizes nothing therein prohibited. It detracts nothing
from them. Most of the acts which it does prohibit lie also within the
prohibitions of that amendment. In that sphere this section merely
attaches to them its criminal penalties in addition to the civil liabilities
and remedies already provided by the Clayton Act."
This section was introduced as an amendment to the orig-
inal Robinson-Patman bill by Senator Borah, who explained
its purpose in the following language:
"Mr. President, the amendment is designed to cover certain specific
matters which we think ought to be inhibited as a matter of law, certain
things which we think ought to be prohibited without the intervention
of the discretionary power of the Federal Trade Commission or other
bureau. The matters which we propose to prohibit (are those) of
allowing discount or rebate or allowance for advertising service charge
to one purchaser without making it available to each and every other
purchaser. That, it seems to us, should be prohibited as a matter of law,
and that there need not be any discretion laid anywhere with reference
to the execution of that kind of law. That is the distinction really
between the bill which is now pending and the proposed amendment."
Congressional Record, Vol. 80, No. 88, April 29, 1936, p. 6594.
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As a practical matter it would seem imperative, until
otherwise informed by the courts, to construe Section 3 as
simply attaching penalties to what Section 1 forbids.
Returning now to the substantive law as set out in Sec-
tion 1, it is fair to generalize and to say that the standard
therein prescribed is one of uniformity of price to all. Devia-
tions are allowable only as expressly permitted or necessarily
inferable. How extensive will be the field of exceptions no
person can predict. A comprehensive code of fair competition
covering all of trade and industry cannot be drafted in a few
hundred words. A multitude of situations will necessarily
arise where the courts will be compelled to exercise a judicial
discretion tantamount to legislation. For example, the act
does not expressly sanction differentials in price based on dif-
ferences in the functions of the respective vendees. Unless
such differentials are allowed, the well-established practice of
selling to jobbers at a lower price than to retailers, regardless
of quantity, is prohibited. In this section of the country it is
almost impossible for a manufacturer to confine his sales to
any one class of buyers. In areas where there are no jobbers
he must sell directly to the retailer, or the consumer. If such
is the fact, and if the law be so construed, he must either raise
his price to the dealer or lower it to the retailer. The latter
course would seriously impair his own profits. The former
might well drive an economically valuable middleman out of
the picture. It is evident that to discontinue such differentials
would have a tremendously disruptive effect on trade. It is
therefore almost certain that the courts will construe the word
"discrimination" as being inapplicable to such price differen-
tials.
An equally well-established practice is for a manufacturer
to put under different brand names products of almost identi-
cal grade and quality for which he charges different prices.
The proviso in the old act "that nothing herein contained
shall prevent discrimination in price between the purchasers
of commodities on account of differences in the grade, quality
or quantity of the commodity sold, or that makes only due
allowance for the difference in the cost of selling or trans-
portation, or discrimination in price in the same or different
communities made in good faith to meet competition" seemed
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to sanction such a practice. But in the new act the modifying
phrase "due allowance'; is moved up so that it now reads"'provided that nothing herein contained shall prevent differ-
entials which make only due allowance for differences in the
cost of manufacture, sale or delivery resulting from the differ-
ing methods or quantities in which such commodities are to
such purchasers sold or delivered.
Such a practice therefore seems to fall entirely afoul of
the language of the act, yet it does not seem within its pur-
pose, provided both brands are available to all buyers on non-
discriminatory terms.
A third practice, the validity of which is now shrouded
in doubt, is the so-called "basing point" practice, e.g., the
steel practice of quoting all rail prices on a basis of "Pitts-
burgh plus."
Another query arises with respect to prices charged to
non-competing dealers in different localities. Most commen-
tators on the act appear to assume that, except as justified by
different costs, prices must be the same to all vendees, no mat-
ter where they are operating. Here and there in the debates,
however, an intimation is given that the act is not quite so
severe in its effect. Thus, in the house discussion on May 27,
1936, Representative Boileau made the following statement
as to the effect of the act, in which statement both Representa-
tive Patman and Representative John E. Miller of the Judi-
ciary Committee acquiesced:
"A manufacturer or other seller may give advertising allowances to
stimulate trade in one community, but because he gives such advertising
allowances in one community he is not required to give an identical, a
similar, or a proportional advertising allowance to a customer in another
community who is not in competition with the persons in the com-
munity in which the advertising allowances are granted .... the farm
cooperatives can go into one community and grant advertising allow-
ances and they will not be required to give such advertising allowances
to customers in other communities. It is true that if they go into
Podunk and give an advertising allowance to one concern in that com-
munity they will have to give a similar allowance to any other concern
in that community, but not on the west side of New York."
The next day Mr. Miller confirmed the following inter-
pretation advanced by Mr. Boileau:
"My understanding of that language is that sellers may not dis-
criminate, but they may, nevertheless, charge different prices in different
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communities to persons who are not competitors. In other words...
a seller many sell a commodity in one community at one price and sell
it in another community at a different price, because those two pur-
chasers, even though they are purchasers for resale, are not competitors,
and therefore there is no discrimination in price."
Recognizing that strict uniformity under all circum-
stances and conditions is impossible Congress specifically pro-
vided for deviations therefrom:
(a) As previously noted differentials are permitted
which "make only due allowance for differences in the cost of
manufacture, sale or delivery, resulting from the different
methods or quantities in which such commodities are to such
purchasers sold or delivered." Extended discussion of this
proviso at this time would be fruitless. Pending an authori-
tative construction by the courts the following excerpt from
the Report of the House Committee on the Judiciary may
prove helpful.
"This proviso is of great importance, for while it leaves trade and
industry free from any restriction or impediment to the adoption and
use of more economic processes of manufacture, methods of sale, and
modes of delivery, wheresoever they may be employed in streams of pro-
duction or distribution; it also limits the use of quantity price differen-
tials to the sphere of actual cost differences. Otherwise, such differentials
would become instruments of favor and privilege and weapons of com-
petitive oppression.
"In the above exception the phrase 'which make only due allow-
ance,' is carried over from the present act, but as coupled with the
remainder of the clause, is here extended to limit quantity differentials
to differences in the cost of manufacture, sale, and delivery as provided
in said subsection (2). It marks the zone within which differentials
may be granted.
"The bill neither requires nor compels the granting of discrimina-
tions or differentials of any sort, . . . It leaves any who wish to do so
entirely free to sell to all at the same price regardless of differences in
cost, or to grant any differentials not in excess of such differences. It
does not require the differential, if granted, to be the arithmetical equiva-
lent of the difference. It is sufficient that it does not exceed it.
"The following clause from subparagraph (2) should be noted:
"* * * resulting from differing methods or quantities in
which such commodities are to such purchasers sold or delivered * * *."
"This limits the differences in cost which may justify price differ-
entials strictly to those actual differences traceable to the particular buyer
for and against whom the discrimination is granted, to the different
methods of serving them, and to the different quantities in which they
buy.
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"But such differentials whether they arise in operating or overhead
cost must, as is plainly stated in the phrase quoted above, be those result-
ing from the differing methods or quantities in which such commodities
are to such purchasers sold or delivered.
"This, in its plain meaning,. permits differences in overhead where
they can actually be shown as between the customers or classes of cus-
tomers concerned, but it precludes differentials based on the imputation
of overhead to particular customers, or the exemption of others from it,
where such overhead represents facilities or activities inseparable from
the seller's business as a whole and not attributable to the business of
particular customers or of the particular customers concerned in the
discrimination. It leaves open as a question of fact in each case whether
the differences in cost urged in justification of a price differential-
whether of operating or of overhead costs-is of one kind or the other.
That is, whether or not it answers the above requirements as to differ-
ences resulting from differing methods or quantities in which such
commodities are to such purchasers sold or delivered."
Congressman Utterback's explanation made just prior to
the adoption of the bill is also enlightening:
"It is through this clause that the bill assures to the mass distribu-
tor, as to everyone else, full protection in the use and rewards of efficient
methods in production and distribution in return for depriving him
of the right to crush his efficient smaller competitors with the power and
resources of mere size. There is no limit to the phases of production,
sale, and distribution in which such improvements may be devised and
the economies of superior efficiency achieved, nor from which those
economies, when demonstrated, may be expressed in price differentials
in favor of the particular customers whose distinctive methods of pur-
chase and delivery make them possible. They apply as between pur-
chasers of materials for use in manufacture, as well as between those
who purchase purely as retail and wholesale distributors. As between
purchasers in equal quantities, for example, where one takes multiple
store-door delivery, and the other single warehouse delivery, with con-
sequent savings in trucking or other delivery costs to the seller, that sav-
ing may be expressed in a price differential. Or where one places a
single order calling for periodic deliveries over an extended period of
time, whereas the other smaller successive orders requiring more frequent
and therefore more costly salesman solicitation, such a difference in cost
may be expressed in a price differential. Or where one customer, devoid
of storage facilities, requires spot deliveries during the rush of the season,
for which the manufacturer must produce in advance and store himself
in order to make the fullest utilization of his plant capacity; while
another customer orders for delivery in off seasons, handling the storage
himself and saving the manufacturer that cost, such a saving may be
expressed in a price differential.
"Or where one customer orders from hand to mouth during the
rush of the season, compelling the employment of more expensive over-
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time labor in order to fill his orders: while another orders far in advance,
permitting the manufacturer to use cheaper off-season labor with the
elimination of overtime, or perhaps to buy his. raw materials at cheaper
off-season prices, such savings as between the two customers may like-
wise be expressed in price differentials. So also where a manufacturer
or merchant sells to some customer through traveling salesman solicita-
tion, to others across the counter, and to others by mail order from
catalog, price differentials may be made to reflect the differing costs of
such varying methods of sale. These examples are illustrative of the
way in which the bill permits the translation of differences in cost into
price differentials as between the customers concerned, no matter where
those differences arise.
"But the bill does not permit price differentials merely because the
quantities purchased are different, or merely because the methods of
selling or delivery are different, or merely because the seasons of the
year in which they enable production are different. There must be a
difference in cost shown as between the customers involved in the dis-
crimination, and that difference must be one 'resulting from the differ-
ing methods or quantities in which such commodities are to such pur-
chasers sold or delivered.' A customer granted the benefit of a dis-
crimination may receive it only on the basis of the difference between his
methods or quantities of purchase and delivery and those of other cus-
tomers not receiving the differential.
"Such a difference cannot be claimed on the basis of a difference
in cost in the seller's entire business with and without the purchases of
the customer in question. If his purchases so increase the seller's volume
as to make possible a reduction in unit cost upon his entire business,
other customers are entitled to share also in the benefit of that reduction.
The differential granted a particular customer must be traceable to some
difference between him and other particular customers, either in the
quantities purchased by them or in the methods by which they are pur-
chased or their delivery taken.
"Where the methods of delivery are the same, but the distance is
different, price differences in such cases may of course be made to reflect
those differences. In such case the price is really paid both for the
commodity itself and for its delivery, and the differing freight rates or
commercial trucking rates applicable to the different delivery distances
involved, are of course differences in cost which may be reflected in
differences in such delivery prices."
(b) Price changes are permitted which are made "In
response to changing conditions affecting the market for, or
the marketability of, the goods concerned such as, but not
limited to, actual or imminent deterioration of perishable
goods, obsolescence of seasonable goods, distress sales under
court process or sales in good faith in discontinuance of busi-
ness in the goods concerned."
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Under this proviso would probably be permitted tem-
porary changes in price made for a variety of substantial rea-
sons, so long as such changes are made applicable to all
customers and are not used as a mere cloak to hide a discrimi-
nation. Discounts to move goods and sustain production
during dull business and discounts to raise ready cash have
been suggested as possible additional instances of application.
(c) Differentials are permitted where "made in good
faith to meet an equally low price of a competitor or the serv-
ices or facilities furnished by 'a competitor." However, to
show that a discount was made for the foregoing reasons does
not constitute a complete defense to an alleged violation of the
law. Such showing operates merely as evidence to rebut the
prima facie case made by merely establishing the discrimina-
tion. It cannot be used as a loophole to avoid the entire effect
of the act. A national manufacturer may properly show that
he reduced his prices in a particular locality to meet local com-
petition and thus rebut the prima facie case made by the dis-
crimination; but he cannot justify a price-cut to the Wal-
green chain by showing that another manufacturer makes a
similar cut. Two wrongs cannot make a right. This proviso
is of tremendous importance to all parties affected by the act,
but until its scope has been clarified by the courts it must be
employed with caution.
(d) Selection of customers "in bona fide transactions
and not in restraint of trade" is still permissible. But, as said
by Judge Utterback:
"This permits, however, the selection of customers and not the selec-
tion of what shall be sold to them. It is intended to protect the buyer
against customers who are troublesome in their methods or insecure in
their credit. It does not permit the buyer, once he has accepted a
customer, to refuse discriminatorily to sell to him particular distinctions
of quality, grade, or brand which the seller has set aside for exclusive
sale at more favorable prices to selected customers in evasion of the
purposes of this bill. Nor does it permit absolute refusal to sell to
particular customers, where the facts are such as to show that it is done
for the purpose of injuring or destroying them and that the elimination
of their competition effects a restraint of trade."
Under the old act certain practices had grown up which,
if permitted to continue, would largely nullify the effect of the
amendatory act. So, in addition to the general prohibition
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against discriminations in price for commodities of like grade
in quality, the following specific prohibitions were added:
"(Sec. 1.3. Brokerage) .- (c) That it shall be unlawful for any
person engaged in commerce, in the course of such commerce, to pay
or grant, or to receive or accept, anything of value as a commission,
brokerage, or other compensation, or any allowance or discount in lieu
thereof, except for services rendered in connection with the sale or pur-
chase of goods, wares, or merchandise, either to the other party to such
transaction or to an agent, representative, or other intermediary therein
where such intermediary is acting in fact for or in behalf, or is subject
to the direct or indirect control, of any party to such transaction other
than the person by whom such compensation is so granted or paid."
The effect of this section was summarized by Paul F.
Myers, counsel for The National Food Brokers Association, as
follows:
"First, it permits the seller to pay to his broker or agent compen-
sation for services actually rendered in behalf of the seller.
"Second, it permits the buyer to pay to his broker or agent com-
pensation for services actually rendered in behalf of the buyer.
"Third, it prohibits the payment or allowance by the seller of any
brokerage or sales compensation, or any allowance or discount in lieu
thereof, directly to the buyer.
"Fourth, it prohibits the payment or allowance of brokerage or
sales compensation, or any allowance or discount in lieu thereof, directly
from the buyer to the seller.
"Fifth, it prohibits the payment or allowance of brokerage or
sales compensation, or any allowance or discount in lieu thereof, by the
seller to an agent or intermediary acting in fact for or in behalf of or
subject to the direct or indirect control of the buyer.
"Sixth, it prohibits the payment or allowance of brokerage or
other sales compensation, or any allowance or discount in lieu thereof,
by a buyer to an agent or intermediary acting in fact for or in behalf
of or subject to the direct or indirect control of the seller."
Advertsiing allowances and the like are governed by the
following sections:
"(Sec. 1.4. Payment of buyer for services or facilities) .- (d)
That it shall be unlawful for any person engaged in commerce to pay
or contract for the payment of anything of value to or for the benefit
of a customer of such person in the course of such commerce as com-
pensation or in consideration for any services or facilities furnished by
or through such customer in connection with the processing, handling,
sale, or offering for sale of any products or commodities manufactured,
sold, or offered for sale by such person, unless such payment or con-
sideration is available on proportionally equal terms to all other cus-
tomers competing in the distribution of such products or commodities.
"(Sec. 1.5. Furnishing of services or facilities by seller).-(e)
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That it shall be unlawful for any person to discriminate in favor of
one purchaser against another purchaser or purchasers of a commodity
bought for resale, with or without processing, by contracting to furnish
or furnishing, or by contributing to the furnishing of, any services or
facilities connected with the processing, handling, sale, or offering for
sale of such commodity so purchased upon terms not accorded to all-
purchasers on proportionally equal terms."
These two sections were explained in the Report of the
Senate Committee on the Judiciary in the following language:
"Still another favored medium for the granting of oppressive dis-
crimination is found in the practice of large buyer customers to demand,
and of their sellers to grant, special allowances in purported payment of
advertising and other sales promotional services, which the customer
agrees to render with reference to the seller's products, or sometimes
with reference to his business generally. Such an allowance becomes
unjust when the service is not rendered as agreed and paid for, or when,
if rendered, the payment is grossly in excess of its value, or when in
any case the customer is deriving from it equal benefit to his own
business and is thus enabled to shift to his vendor substantial portions
of his own advertising cost, while his smaller competitor, unable to
command such allowances, cannot do so.
"Section 2 (c) of the bill addresses this evil by prohibiting the
granting of such allowances unless made available to all other customers
of the seller concerned on proportionately equal terms, or unless in the
rendition of such services the customer's own business is kept out of the
picture. The first of these conditions is designed to rob this practice
generally of its discriminatory character, and the second to leave open
a legitimate field for the use of customer services as mere employees
or agents in local advertising, in lieu of salaried representatives sent it
from without, or of other local personnel strangers to the seller's
acquaintance. The frequency with which limited advertising appropri-
ations admit of their expenditure only in selected communities makes
it important both to the seller and to the local community to preserve
this freedom so long as it is properly protected against discriminatory
use. "The phrase 'proportionally equal terms,' used in clause 1 of sec-
tion (c), is designed to prevent the limitation of. such allowances to
single customers on the ground that they alone can furnish the services
or facilities in the quantity specified. Where a competitor can furnish
them in less quantity, but of the same relative value, he seems entitled,
and this clause is designed to accord him, the right to a similar allow-
ance commensurate with those facilities. To illustrate: Where, as was
revealed in the hearings earlier referred to in this report, a manufacturer
grants to a particular chain distributor an advertising allowance of a
stated amount per month per store in which the former's goods are sold,
a competing customer with a smaller number of stores, but equally able
to furnish the same service per store, and under conditions of the same
value to the seller, would be entitled to a similar allowance on that
basis."
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To deter buyers from importuning sellers to violate the
act, the following section was inserted:
"(Sec. 1.6. Wilful inducement or reception of discrimination in
price) .- (f) That it shall be unlawful for any person engaged in
commerce, in the course of such commerce, knowingly to induce or
receive a discrimination in price which is prohibited by this section."
CONCLUSION
Any specific recommendations are difficult. Clients should
be informed of the general purpose and intent of the law,
should be advised to review their trade practices in the light of
such purpose and intent, and if doubts arise to consult coun-
sel. In the absence of glaring violations the government will
undoubtedly seek a construction of the law by a series of test
cases against the larger concerns, and will leave the "little
fellow" alone until a judicial construction of the act has been
obtained. In making recommendations to clients, however,
attorneys should not lose sight of the fact that violations of
Section 1 of the act are subject to all of the penalties provided
for in the Clayton Act, including the payment of three-fold
damages to any person injured in his business or property by
reason of the violation thereof.
TO THE LAWYERS OF DENVER:
As you are aware, the DENVER BAR ASSOCIATION voted to
conduct a bar primary for the selection of candidates for District Judge.
The primary was conducted, and the following were chosen as the bar
candidates:
OTTO BOCK STANLEY H. JOHNSON
HENLEY A. CALVERT FRANK McDONOUGH, SR.
FRANK L. HAYS CHARLES C. SACKMANN
ROBERT W. STEELE
All of these candidates were successful in the September primary
election of their respective parties and their names will appear, with
others, on the ballot in November.
The aim of the Bar Association is to remove judicial office from
partisan politics. This is a non-partisan recommendation. You are
asked to impress the importance of a non-partisan judiciary upon all
with whom you come in contact. Pamphlets concerning the Bar can-
didates are being printed and will be sent to each member. You are
asked to distribute them as far as possible.
ERNEST B. FOWLER, President.
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THE PRESENT EUROPEAN SITUATION
The University of Denver is pleased to announce a series of lec-
tures on the above subject, to be given by Dr. Ben M. Cherrington,
Director of the Foundation for the Advancement of the Social Sciences
of the University of Denver, and Dr. Gustav Stolper of New York City.
Dr. Cherrington has just returned from a visit to Europe, during which
he was the leader of the American Seminar. Dr. Stolper was formerly
a member of the German Reichstag and editor of the Berlin Economist.
He is recognized as one of Europe's foremost economists and at present
is serving as adviser to a number of the leading banks on the Continent.
Each lecture will be given twice: first in the Silver Glade Room of
the Cosmopolitan Hotel on Monday noon and repeated on Tuesday
evening in the Memorial Chapel, University Park campus. Lectures at
the Cosmopolitan Hotel will begin promptly at 12:30 and close at
1:30. Those attending should secure lunch either before or after the
lecture. Seats will be reserved until 12:25 for those holding tickets of
admission, which may be secured without charge by phoning or writing
to the Foundation office, University of Denver. Admission will be
without ticket for the lectures in the Memorial Chapel at 8:15.
LECTURE TOPICS
"THE DEMOCRATIC COUNTRIES" --- - Dr. Cherrington
Silver Glade 12:30 p. m. to 1:30 p. m., Monday, October 12
Memorial Chapel, 8:15 p. m., Tuesday, October 13
"THE FASCIST COUNTRIES" ------------ Dr. Stolper
Silver Glade 12:30 p. m. to 1:30 p. m., Monday, October 19
Memorial Chapel, 8:15 p. m., Tuesday, October 20
"T HE U . S. S. R ."--------------------------------------------- D r. C herrington
Silver Glade 12:30 p. m. to 1:30 p. m., Monday, October 26
Memorial Chapel, 8:15 p. m., Tuesday, October 27
"THE ORGANIZATION OF PEACE ------- Dr. Cherrington
Silver Glade, 12:30 p. m. to 1:30 p. m., Monday, November 2
Memorial Chapel, 8:15 p. m., Tuesday, November 3
DAVID SHAW DUNCAN, Chanceltor.
TRUSTS-ESSENTIAL ELEMENTS-INSTRUMENT, TESTAMENTARY IN
CHARACTER-Smith, et at. Vs. Simmons, as Administrator-No.
14009-Decided September 21, 1936--Opinion by Mr. Justice
Holland.
This was an action for recovery of two $1,000 liberty loan bonds
brought by the administrator of the estate of Eliza A. Wade. Judg-
ment below was for plaintiff. The deceased, in her lifetime, placed
three $1,000 liberty loan bonds with the Colorado Springs National
Bank, accompanied by a letter of instructions to collect and pay her the
interest and in the event of her death to deliver the bonds to three
different parties. She later withdrew one of the bonds and left the two
remaining bonds with a new similar letter of instructions, except *they
were to be delivered to two people in the event of her death.
1. The effect to be given the written instrument is to be de-
termined from its face and the circumstances relating to its execution
and delivery as disclosed by the evidence.
2. The written words as well as Mrs. Wade's acts in retaining
control of the bonds by withdrawing one, clearly supports the interpre-
tation that she had not ceased to be the owner and in control of the
bonds and that she retained the legal right thereto and did not part
with such title or interest at the time of her written declaration.
3. To create a valid express trust, it was necessary that she do
all things that could be done to pass the legal title by the transfer to
the bank. Had the instrument been sufficient in form to create a valid
trust, it could not have been revoked at her will. The fact that she
requested and received part of the bonds from the bank under an instru-
ment identical with the substituted one, demonstrates that she did not
consider that she had divested herself of the title or control of the
property.
4. Whatever might have been attempted as a gift to be effective
at her death, was so imperfectly performed as to defeat such effect.
5. Not having disposed of the bonds during her lifetime, they
became a part of her estate at her death.-Judament affirmed.
Mr. Justice Bouck dissents. Mr. Justice Young not participating.
SUMMONS-SERVICE ON CORPORATION - SUFFICIENCY - SETTING
ASIDE JUDGMENT-Younge vs. Sutton-No. 13750-Decided
September 21, 1936--Opinion by Mr. Justice Holland.
Sutton instituted this action to clear the title to certain real estate
which had been sold under execution upon a judgment obtained by
Younge against the Pueblo Industrial Company, a holding corporation
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for Sutton and family. He claimed title by virtue of an unrecorded
deed, and attacked the judgment against the Pueblo Industrial Com-
pany on the ground of defective service of summons, alleging also that
Younge, the judgment creditor, knew that Sutton was the owner
and in posession, and that the levy, execution and sale, was with full
knowledge of these facts. Plaintiff prevailed below.
1. Service of summons made upon the assistant secretary of a
corporation, where there is no secretary, and where it further appears
that the assistant secretary signed annual reports filed in the office of
the Secretary of State and it further appeared that such assistant secre-
tary was in charge of the office of the corporation, such person is a
general agent of the corporation so far as the service of process is con-
cerned, especially where the corporation has immediate notice of such
service and recognizes the service without complaint or protest within
the time afforded therefor.
2. Where the plaintiff claimed title by an unrecorded deed it was
the plaintiff's duty to disclose all knowledge immediately after the
commencement of the suit by Younge against the corporation which
resulted in the judgment, execution, sale and deed. There was nothing
inconsistent with the possession by Sutton, after he claimed the deed
to him was delivered but not recorded, to the possession which he
enjoyed of the real estate as the vice president of a family corporation
owning the real estate. Furthermore, the plaintiff, as an officer of the
corporation, was a party to the annual report made to the Secretary of
State wherein the real estate was represented to the public as being
owned by the corporation subsequent to the time that Sutton claimed
title under an unrecorded deed. Under the circumstances Younge was
a bona fidepurchaser of the real estate at the execution sale without
notice of the claims now asserted by Sutton and his title is superior to
that claimed by Sutton through the unrecorded deed.-Judgment re-
versed.
CRIMINAL LAW-CROSS-EXAMINING DEFENDANT WITH REFERENCE
TO INDEPENDENT CRiME-ERROR.-Munfrada et al. u The
People-No. 13,943-Decided August 10, 1936--Opinion by
Mr. Justice Butler.
Munfrada and one other were convicted of larceny of seed potatoes.
The district attorney, over objections of defendant, was permitted to
cross-examine Munfrada with reference to the alleged theft of automo-
bile tires from the Speedway garage.
1. Evidence is not admissible which shows, or tends to show,
that the accused has committed a crime wholly independent of the
offense for which he is on trial.
2. Such cross-examination was improper and prejudicial to both
defe ndants.-Judgment reversed.
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DEEDS---SETTING ASIDE FOR MENTAL INCAPACITY TO EXECUTE-
SUFFICIENCY OF EVIDENCE-QUALIFICATIONS OF JURORS-
The Seventh Day Adventist Association, et at. vs. Underwood-
No. 13674- Decided July 20, 1936-Opinion by Mr. Justice
Hilliard.
In an action to recover real property defendant in error prevailed
before a jury and had judgment setting aside certain conveyances of
real estate made in 1929 on the ground that the deceased lacked mental
capacity to make, acknowledge and deliver the conveyances.
1. The question of the mental capacity of the grantor was
properly submitted to the jury upon conflicting evidence and there was
sufficient evidence to sustain the finding of the jury.
2. Where it appears that three of the jurors were also jurors
on a previous case involving the mental capacity of the same grantor
but that in the examination of the jury on voir dire the counsel for
plaintiff in error failed to ask the jurors if they had served on a previous
case involving the question of mental capacity of the same grantor,
this shows a lack of diligence on the part of the complaining party,
which amounts to a waiver.
3. Parties have the right to interrogate persons who are called
to sit as jurors for the purpose of ascertaining their qualifications before
they are sworn, and if this is not done the right to challenge is waived.
-- Judgment affirmed.
MINES AND MINING-LIABILITY OF MILLING COMPANY ON BOND
FOR FAILURE TO PAY PURCHASE PRICE OF ORE-Robinson vs.
The Aetna Casualty and Surety Company-No. 13786-De-
cided July 27, 1936--Opinion by Mr. Justice Butler.
Robinson sued the Aetna Company to recover on a bond given
by the Chain O'Mines, a corporation, as required by Section 3366,
Compiled Laws 1921. Robinson's assignors sold ore to Chain 0'-
Mines at an agreed price and upon failure to pay the agreed price the
suit was brought, judgment obtained and after execution was returned
wholly unsatisfied Robinson sued the Aetna Company on the bond.
1. The bond required under Section 3366, Compiled Laws of
1921, to be given by milling and ore treating companies, is conditioned
that the obligor will not violate any law relating to such business.
2. No provision of the act of 1915 was violated.
3. The penalty provided by Section 3366, Compiled Laws of
1921, provides for fine and imprisonment for neglect or refusal to ac-
count for all the proceeds to the owner of the ore.
4. This penalty statute is criminal in its nature and does not
cover a case of failure to pay the price for the purchase of ore, but is
limited to cases for failure to account for the proceeds of ore delivered
for treatment.
5. A mere violation of the common law duty to pay the pur-
chase price does not come within the terms of Section 3366, Compiled
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